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1 CONTEXT
WAMM Roadmap
The purpose of the WAMM Roadmap is to drive collaborative delivery from source to sea and thereby address
the critical need for a holistic and ‘wholescape’ approach to coastal management, one that closely links to the
freshwater and terrestrial domains. The roadmap provides a platform which brings together the outputs from
the Wholescapes Approach to Marine Management (WAMM) project through an interactive tool. It provides
quick and easy access to partnership information and insights and examples, which will help support future
collaboration between Catchment Based Approach (CaBA) Partnerships and Coastal/Estuary Partnerships.

1.1 Wholescapes Approach

QUICK LINKS

‘Wholescape’ means “Integrating the land, freshwater, the coast and open
seas that unify other spatial units at a larger holistic scale”.
The Wholescapes Approach to Marine Management (WAMM) project stems
from ‘Wholescape Thinking’ Guidance which was produced by the Natural
Capital Initiative task force (2017). The WAMM project (2018-2020) was
funded by the European Maritime and Fisheries Fund (EMFF). It enabled
The Rivers Trust and Coastal Partnerships Network to collaborate over how
a wholescapes approach could be supported by Catchment Partnerships
and Coastal Partnerships, focusing on the inshore marine environment.

➔ Wholescape Thinking
Guidance
NCI website
➔ WAMM page
CaBA website

1.2 Marine Management
Focus on the state of the marine environment has increased over the past
decade or so, due to increasing awareness about the value of our seas to
society. The potentially devastating consequences of climate change through
sea level rise and increase in the frequency and severity of storm surges put
our coastlines on the front-line. The WAMM project targeted effort towards the
‘receiving environment’ of the catchment – the coast and sea.

1.3 Upstream and Downstream Thinking
Upstream Thinking is a sustainable approach to working with nature
to improve water quality. Win-win solutions for communities, farmers
and wildlife are being realised through upstream thinking. The concept
of downstream thinking has emerged more recently to alleviate sewer
flooding and reduce the likelihood of river pollution through the use
of ecologically sensitive, ‘soft engineering’ schemes downstream.
WAMM’s approach is broader than this, addressing pollutants and
issues extending beyond the water industry, promoting the importance
of a holistic wholescape approach linking land to sea.

QUICK LINKS
➔ Upstream thinking
WRT
➔ Downstream thinking
SWW

Note: the terms CaBA and Catchment Partnerships are used interchangeably throughout the document.
The term wholescapes originated from a brainstorming session by Maltby and Acreman
and was subsequently introduced into the NCI Guidance document.
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1.4 WAMM Story Map – Policy and Legislation
Policy and legislation relating to the freshwater, coastal and marine
environments is summarised in the WAMM Policy and Legislation
StoryMap. It provides an overview to increase understanding across
the land-sea interface to encourage ‘wholescape thinking’ through the
work of Catchment and Coastal Partnerships.

1.5 Catchment Partnerships and the
Catchment Based Approach ‘CaBA’
CaBA partnerships arose to support implementation of the Water
Framework Directive to help delivery of statutory river basin planning
and wider benefits for the freshwater environment. 106 CaBA
partnerships encompass the whole of England at a river catchment
scale, each with a host or lead partner. The Environment Agency
support CaBA through Catchment Coordinators and annual funding
to each of the hosts. The environmental and social benefits of CaBA
have been demonstrated through annual monitoring and have shown
a return on Government core funds at a ratio of over 3 to 1 (CaBA,
2020). CaBA is supported by a National Support Group, thematic
working groups and technical support.
1

1.6 Coastal Partnerships and the Coastal
Partnerships Network
Coastal & Estuary Partnerships have evolved since the 1990s across
the UK, stimulated by English Natures’ Estuaries Initiative. There
are varying types of coastal partnership and initiative whose form
and focus has evolved significantly over the past three decades .
Coastal Partnerships are hosted by a wide range of organisations
- typically local authorities, harbour authorities, AONB Partnerships
and universities, amongst others. The benefits of investment have
been proven to partners. The Coastal Partnerships Network offers
a national platform, run on a voluntary basis by and for coastal
partnership officers, since 2006.

QUICK LINKS
➔ Policy & Legislation
StoryMap
WAMM

QUICK LINKS
➔ CABA website homepage
➔ CaBA Paper
(Collins et al. 2020)

QUICK LINKS
➔ Latest CPs map
CPN website

1 Defra (2013) Catchment Based Approach: Improving the quality of our water environment. A policy framework to encourage the wider adoption of an
integrated Catchment Based Approach to improving the quality of our water environment. May 2013. Available at: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/
catchment-based-approach-improving-the-quality-of-our-water-environment (accessed 29.10.2020).
2 CaBA Benefits Assessment Working Group (2020) Monitoring & Evaluation 2018/2019. Available at: https://catchmentbasedapproach.org/learn/caba-benefitsreport-2018-19/ (accessed 29.10.2020).
3 Bradshaw et al. in prep (2020) and Stojanovic, T. and Barker, N. (2008) Improving governance through local Coastal Partnerships in the UK. The
Geographical Journal Special Issue: Coastal and Marine Governance in the United Kingdom. Volume 174, Issue 4, October 2008 p344-360. Available at:
https://rgs-ibg.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1111/j.1475-4959.2008.00303.x (accessed 29.10.2020).
4 Coastal Partnerships Network (2013) Baseline report for developing Partnership working at the coast REF RMP6320. https://assets.publishing.
service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/312716/cpn_baselinereport.pdf (accessed 29.10.2020)Coastal Partnerships
Working Group (2006) The Financial Benefits to Working in Partnership at the Coast. Available at: http://sciencesearch.defra.gov.uk/Default.
aspx?Menu=Menu&Module=More&Location=None&Completed=0&ProjectID=12692 (accessed 29.10.2020).
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1.7 Coastal Data Package and Explorer
The Coastal Data Explorer enables access to a national evidence
base of over 150 environmental datasets from catchments to coasts
without the need for any specialist GIS software. Data is pulled from
the CaBA Online Data Package which has recently been updated
to include 30+ datasets specifically related to coastal, estuarine and
marine environments. The Explorer can be used to add and overlay
datasets, create maps and extract data for an area of interest. The
data layers are also available to pull into other mapping software or
shared information platform.

1.8 Common Issues
Research conducted through the WAMM project identified common
issues of concern to catchment and coastal partnership officers.
Influences on the coastal and marine environment from upstream
arise from several sectors and activities including industry, agriculture,
urban centres, recreation and tourism. Collectively these give
rise to the release of a wide range of pollutants to the aquatic
environment, including nutrients, microbes, chemicals, and several
emerging pollutants of concern including micro-plastics. These cause
detrimental impacts upon the coastal and marine environment,
including poor bathing water quality, eutrophication, and diminished
quality of shellfisheries and aquaculture. Additionally, soil erosion
and subsequent siltation can exacerbate flood risk downstream.
Despite the need for an integrated and holistic approach to these
issues, the cost of large scale, long-term funding required to tackle
these issues has been prohibitive. This has resulted in piecemeal
research, disconnect between the land-sea interface and the lack of
a collaborative approach. Examples of opportunities for strengthening
collaborative delivery are provided through the WAMM roadmap for
the four regions of England.

QUICK LINKS
➔ Coastal Data Explorer
➔ CaBA online data package

QUICK LINKS
➔ Common issues

1.9 About the Roadmap for Collaborative Delivery
A series of workshops, interviews and surveys were conducted over
an 18-month period and combined with information derived from the
CaBA and CPN annual surveys to produce a Roadmap for Collaborative
Delivery between Catchment and Coastal Partnerships. Several of
the interviews were undertaken with the 4 partnerships involved in the
Morecambe Bay pilot (Lune, Wyre, South Cumbria and Morecambe
Bay), established under the WAMM project to drive collaboration at a
local scale. One output from the pilot is the Morecambe Bay Storymap.
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Locations: Information from National Networks
National Status: Information from National Surveys

2 LOCATIONS:
Information from National Networks
2.1 Catchment Partnerships (CaBA)
and Coastal Partnerships (CPN)

QUICK LINKS

A combined map of Catchment and Coastal Partnerships is available
on the Coastal Data Explorer. Latest updates on Catchment
Partnerships are available on the CaBA website and for Coastal
Partnerships on the CPN website, with individual partnerships
searchable by location.

➔ CaBA Catchment and
Coastal Partnerships
➔ Online partnerships map
or scan here

3 NATIONAL STATUS:
Information from National Surveys
3.1 Introduction
National survey data from CaBA annual monitoring and a specific survey designed
for the WAMM project through the CPN, provided information about partnerships
awareness of each other.

a) Catchment Partnerships (CaBA)
awareness of Coastal Partnerships
•

Catchment ‘CaBA’ Partnerships with coastal/estuarine components
[3.2.1]

•

CaBA Partnerships awareness of the Coastal Partnerships Network
[3.2.2]

b) Coastal Partnerships awareness of
Catchment Partnerships (CaBA)
•

Coastal Partnerships: Projects involving CaBA Partnerships [3.3.1]

•

Coastal Partnerships perceived purposes to link with Catchment
Partnerships [3.3.2]

c) Comparison of partnerships awareness
of each other
•

Catchment and Coastal Partnerships awareness of each other [3.4].
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National Status: Information from National Surveys

Catchment
‘CaBA’
Partnerships
exist for
all English
catchments
Click the map
to view online
partnerships map,
or scan below
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3.2 Catchment Partnerships (CaBA) awareness
of Coastal Partnerships
3.2.1 Catchment ‘CaBA’ Partnerships with coastal/estuarine components
CaBA data supplied by The Rivers Trust shows that 56 Catchment
Partnerships have coastal/estuarine components. By River Basin District
(RBD) the regions with the highest number of Catchment Partnerships
with coastal/estuarine components are the North West, South West and
South East. In the SW and SE all catchments have coastal/estuarine
components. Even Catchment Partnerships without coastal/estuarine
components are relevant to the WAMM initiative, because all water flows
downstream into a neighbouring catchment and eventually the coast/sea.

12

CaBA Catchment Partnerships by

10

River Basin District (RBD) showing
the number with/without coastal/

8

estuarine components

6

Catchment Partnerships with
coastal/estuarine components

4

Catchment Partnerships without
coastal/estuarine components

2
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Severn

Dee

Humber

North West

Northumbria

Solway Tweed

0

The CaBA Annual Survey for 2018 contained a specific question
about the links between Catchment and Coastal Partnerships: “To what
level have the following stakeholders been involved with your [CaBA]
partnership: Coastal Partnership”? Of the 105 responses:
• 47% (n= 49) were aware of the Coastal Partnership to different
degrees: 16 were actively involved in delivery; 18 engaged or had
used the Coastal Partnership; and 15 aware but not engaged/used.
• 32% (n=34) were not aware of the Coastal Partnership being involved
with the CaBA Partnership, but a small number (4) sought more
information/involvement, and
• 17% (n=18) were not known/gave no response.
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CaBA Catchment Partnerships (2018) awareness of Coastal Partnerships
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In 2019, the
same question
(Q10) was asked but with more detailed response
options. Data from 99 CaBA Partnerships responses is shown below:
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One year later, just over 50% (n=50) of CaBA Partnerships were aware/
engaged with Coastal Partnerships: 11 were actively engaged with delivery;
8 regularly involved with planning; 5 attended meetings; 7 on the contact list/
receiving comms; and 19 just ‘aware’ of the Coastal Partnership. 40% (n=40)
CaBA Partnerships were not engaged and a further 9% (n=9) gave no answer.
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Direct comparison of 2018 to 2019 data is not possible due to changes to the
answer categories. However, the results show a small increase in the number of
CaBA Partnerships which were aware/engaged with Coastal Partnerships from
49 to 50 and the number not aware/not known (2018) to not engaged/unknown
(2019) decreasing from 52 to 49. Future CaBA annual monitoring for 2020
could reflect engagement work undertaken through the WAMM project, but this
will not be available until summer/autumn 2021.
The CaBA Annual Survey 2019 contained additional questions about
collaboration with coastal partnerships and downstream issues. Of 99/107
CaBA Partnerships which answered the survey the responses indicated results
as follows.
3.2.2 CaBA Partnerships awareness of the
Coastal Partnerships Network
Just over half of the CaBA Partnerships: 57% (n=61), have heard of the
Coastal Partnerships Network (Q13) with 31% (n=33) not having heard
of CPN and 12% (n=13) not providing an answer to the question. Asked if
they were interested in joining the CPN contact list, over half were already
engaged or expressed interest: 15% (n=16) said they were already on
it; and 38% (n=41) said they would like more info or provided their email
address to be contacted by CPN (via CaBA). Just under half of the CaBA
Partnerships indicated that they were not interested in joining the CPN
contact list with no answer from 26% (n=28) and no or not applicable from
21% (n=22), many of whom may not have coast within their catchment area.
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National Status: Information from National Surveys

Coastal Partnerships exist for
many areas around the UK coast
For further details and latest
updates see the CPN website
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3.3 Coastal Partnerships awareness of Catchment
Partnerships (CaBA)
The Coastal Partnerships Network (CPN) undertook a survey for WAMM in 2020
to ask questions about collaboration with catchment partnerships and upstream
issues. 17 Coastal Partnerships responded from across the English regions, all
of which had heard of CaBA: 5 were already on the CaBA contact list and 11
interested in joining it. 15/17 knew which Catchment Partnership was linked with
their Coastal Partnership area and the two who didn’t were interested in finding
out more about their upstream CaBA Partnership(s). The same question from the
CaBA survey about their awareness of Coastal Partnerships was asked by the
CPs about their awareness of CaBA Partnerships revealed the following results
around level of awareness/engagement.

Coastal Partnerships awareness of CaBA Catchment Partnerships (2020)

8
6

4
2
0
Actively engaged
Regularly
with
involved with
delivery/funding
planning

Have attended
meetings

On contact
list/receive
communications

Aware of
partnership

Not engaged

Attempts to
engage
unanswered

3.3.1 Coastal Partnerships: Projects involving CaBA Partnerships
Nine Coastal Partnerships indicated links with Catchment Partnerships
through project delivery. Examples of active engagement include the
following:
• Tidal Dee is a Catchment and Coastal Partnership linking with the Middle
Dee catchment. The ‘Dee Coastliners’ project (value approx. £800,000)
involves ten partners from local authorities, wildlife trusts, NRW, Natural
England and the RSPB to reconnect people and place on the Dee Estuary.
• The Berwickshire and Northumberland Marine Nature Partnership are
connecting with the Northumberland Rivers Catchment Partnership
coast sub-group, to explore several joint areas of interest such as habitat
creation and restoration and issues caused by mine water pollution.
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• The North West Coastal Forum have connected with the Alt Crossens
Catchment Partnership to help raise coastal awareness including bathing
waters and shellfisheries.
• The Solent Forum were encouraged by the local EA office to connect with the
East Hampshire and Test & Itchen Catchment Partnerships to join up coastal
and freshwater issues and work. Whilst in the early stages, they envisage
collaboration over nitrate issues and litter including microplastics.
• The Solway Firth Partnership (SFP) engaged with the Eden Catchment
Partnership and were subsequently invited to participate in an ‘Eden
Catchment Management Project’. Offering knowledge and contacts from a
coastal and marine perspective, SFP staff attend their meetings to inform
current thinking on the potential for a participatory systems approach in
catchment management policy more broadly in the UK.
3.3.2 Purposes for Collaboration
The purposes for collaboration were identified as: awareness raising and
engagement (n=12), biodiversity conservation (n=8), rural diffuse pollution
(n=5), plastic pollution/marine litter (n=4), physical modification (n=4),
resilience (n=3), investigation/evidence (n=3), green-blue infrastructure
(n=3), point source pollution (n=3) and others including education, river/
habitat restoration, access/restoration (n=2 each). Land management, low
flows/water scarcity and urban diffuse pollution and flooding were also cited
as reasons for collaboration (n=1 each).

Coastal Partnerships perceived purposes to link with Catchment Partnerships (2020)
n=number of projects.
Other
Land management
Education
Access/recreation
River/coastal habitat restoration
Point source
Urban diﬀuse pollution
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Project activity between coastal and catchment partnerships
was cited as mainly current (n=6); and not part of a project
(n=5) with only a couple of past or proposed projects (n=1
each). No Coastal Partnership was engaged in more than
two projects with a Catchment Partnership. This probably
indicates that collaborative effort is in its’ early stages with a
similar amount of investment of time in attending each others’
meetings as actively working on projects together.

WAMM workshop in
London, February 2020

3.4 Comparison of partnerships awareness of
each other
A comparison of Coastal and Catchment Partnership responses to this question
shows that of the Coastal Partnerships that responded (much lower in numbers
than the CaBA survey) a higher proportion are aware of their neighbouring
Catchment Partnership. However, only about 1/5 of the Coastal Partnerships on the
CPN database completed the WAMM survey and it is most likely that those who
responded are already taking a wholescape approach. Catchment Partnerships
are required to complete the CaBA survey as part of their EA funding, hence
a much higher response rate. A more comprehensive response from Coastal
Partnerships is required to make a direct comparison of each other’s awareness. In
the meantime it can be assumed from the CaBA survey results that approximately
half of the partnerships are aware of each other and about a quarter are actively
collaborating. From the CPs engagement is mainly around attending meetings of
CaBA Partnerships and being on their mailing list. More CaBA Partnerships are
engaging actively with delivery/funding and planning with CPs.
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35
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25
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Regional insights to catchment and coastal collaboration
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4 REGIONAL INSIGHTS
to catchment and
coastal collaboration
4.1 NE England
Northumberland and the Tyne Estuary
The Northumberland Rivers Catchment Partnership (hosted by
Northumberland Rivers Trust) cover Northumberland. The area
includes lots of small estuaries and coastal streams where there is a
low level of awareness around transitional and coastal (TraC) water
issues. Tyne Rivers Trust and the Tyne Estuary Partnership (hosted
by Groundwork North East) covers the River Tyne and its estuary.
Opportunities have been identified to increase awareness through
use of a storymap to gain greater engagement of the voluntary sector
. They have found that partnerships have to be helpful and not
apply a ‘big stick’ approach to resolving problems inherited from
industrial activity
. However, challenges have included engaging
some key stakeholders and a lack of integration between and within
them, limiting delivery action
.

PRESENTATIONS
➔ catchmentbasedapproach.
org/learn/wamm/
➔ www.slideshare.net/
CaBASupport/wamm-northeast-regional-workshopyork-29-jan-2020/1

Tees Estuary
Tees Estuary Partnership (hosted by the Tees Industry Nature
Conservation Association – INCA) and the Tees Catchment
Partnership (hosted by the Tees Rivers Trust) have experienced
challenges around the cessation of regulatory monitoring and the
complex licensing procedures for habitat restoration
. They
identified opportunities for habitat creation/restoration from sediment
replenishment in connection to barrage operation, reducing habitat
loss by 95% which would support inter-tidal fisheries and in turn
fish numbers and seal populations with projects which could
include juvenile fish surveys
. A habitat banking pilot scheme is
underway to rollout a ‘shopfront approach’ for industry, through a
facilitation group supported by Natural England
. Linking this to
25YEP delivery and clearer (legal) obligations on where to prioritise
expenditure, is considered to have potential
.
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Regional insights to catchment and coastal collaboration

Durham Coast
The Durham Heritage Coast Partnership (hosted by Durham County
Council) and the Wear Catchment Partnership (hosted by the Wear
Rivers Trust) have been working together for over five years over poor
water quality due to leakage from historic mines. Through wetland
habitat restoration they have reduced pollution by slowing the water flow
and contributing to reducing flood risk whilst improving biodiversity (e.g.
Wapping Burn). They have established a Coastal Streams Partnership
to redress the barrier of minor water bodies (<10 km2) not having
WFD status
. It has helped to engage more people including local
volunteers. Capacity to host with an independent chair at meetings is
considered the most effective management approach
.

THEMES (black)
COMMON ISSUES
(blue)
Opportunities
(green)
Barriers (red)

Recommendations
Governance & leadership
Capacity & Expertise
Nature of Working
Data & Evidence

Humber Estuary
The Humber Estuary Partnership (hosted by the Humber Nature
Partnership) and the Hull and East Riding Catchment Partnership
(hosted by Yorkshire Wildlife Trust) are looking into options to collaborate
over water quality issues linked to the petrochemical industry, marine
pollution monitoring and litter reduction on beaches. The Humber Coastal
Corridor project will look towards landscape enhancements including
green infrastructure in harbour areas and oyster restoration. Challenges
have included finding marine funders, having to rely on charitable trusts,
reduced Government funding and the time-lag from funding bids to
realisation
. They have found internal barriers within organisations
to understand the marine environment and legislation with a particular
challenge to get local authority buy-in
. Partnership working can take
a long time to form as strongly branded organisations are sometimes not
able to form collaborations: the role of an independent facilitator/honest
broker is helpful
.

Photo credit: Chris Knights
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4.2 SE England
The Solent
The Solent Forum (hosted by Hampshire County Council) and the Test
& Itchen Catchment Partnership (hosted by Hampshire Wildlife Trust)
are at the early stages of collaboration. The Solent Forum’s business
planning highlighted the need to work more with the catchment as the
Environment Agency’s capacity to focus more on the coast and estuary
are limited
. They conducted an outfall safari and are considering
storymapping the path of nutrients. There have been challenges around
communication between the Solent Forum and the CaBA support
group(s)/EA Catchment Co-ordinators, but opportunities are being
realised for Catchment Partnership officers to share information through
the Solent Forums’ News service. A challenge for collaboration is the
scale of approach where there are multiple Catchment Partnerships for
one Coastal Partnership which makes it difficult for the coastal staff to
engage in all catchment meetings: with a need to establish a specific
.
coast/catchment group or ‘expert witness’ sessions

PRESENTATIONS
➔ catchmentbasedapproach.
org/learn/wamm/
➔ https://www.slideshare.
net/CaBASupport/wammsouth-east-regionalworkshop-27th-feb-2020

“ People often start working at the top of the catchment,
hence marine has come late. We need more upstream
and downstream thinking”
(Kate Ansell, Solent Forum)
Essex
The Essex Rivers Hub is a combined Essex Catchment Partnership
led by Essex Wildlife Trust and the Environment Agency. They tackle
many issues including runoff from land causing siltation and lamprey
dissemination; eutrophication over salt marsh, coastal flooding and
plastic pollution found in otter spraints. It brings together two water
companies, local authorities, parish councils and farmers through the
Farming & Wildlife Advisory Group with partners including Essex &
Suffolk Rivers Trust, Essex Waterways Ltd., Essex County Council
Flood partnerships, National Trust and Dedham Vale AONB and Stour
Valley Project to work collectively towards Good Ecological Status
.
17 Catchment Plans have been produced for rivers, estuaries and
brooks, including the Blackwater and the Stour. The Stour Estuary
Catchment Plan brings four waterbodies together. The Blackwater
Partnership is a separate initiative bringing 15 partners together
to tackle issues such as saltmarsh regeneration (e.g. Abbots Hall);
shingle nesting site awareness to reduce disturbance through the
Share our Shores project; and native oyster restoration.
The Essex Coastal Forum (hosted by Essex County Council)
focuses on embedding the Essex and South Suffolk Shoreline
Roadmap to collaborative delivery
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Management Plans into a wider coastal agenda. It also provides oversight for the
RAMS project: recreational disturbance and avoidance mitigation strategy to help
reduce the impacts of new housing on protected habitat and species at the coast.
There have been challenges around who leads the CaBA delivery with so many
catchments including multiple estuaries, but many opportunities are being realised
through collaborative partnership delivery
.
Thames
The Thames Estuary Partnership - TEP (hosted by University College London)
works alongside Thames 21 which brings together six Catchment Partnerships
to put rivers at the heart of the community. TEP and Thames 21 co-host Your
Tidal Thames – Catchment Partnership from Teddington to the sea including tidal
extents of Thames tributaries - which provides opportunities for a shared vision
to realise a more accessible, greener river which is more connected to the wider
London landscape and the sea
. The ‘unflushables’ campaign was delivered
in 2014. Both TEP and Thames21 have water quality and habitat enhancement
projects in house which they collaborate on. Examples include the #OneLess
Campaign was led by a successful collaborative partnership involving the Thames
Estuary Partnership, reducing London’s single-use plastic water bottle footprint
and partnered with Thames21’s long running River Watch project to monitor the
bottle content in Thames litter. The Estuary Edges project is a collaborative project
managed by TEP to replace brick, concrete and metal tidal walls with softer habitats
through ecological design which encourages plants,
invertebrates, fish and birds into urban estuaries The
Greater Thames Fish Migration Roadmapis a GIS based
‘sea to source’ partnership project between TEP and
Nature At Work to visualise barriers to fish migration as
road networks, mapped along with opportunities from
flood asset management, Catchment Partnership Plans
and land development to prioritise action and design
multiple benefit projects within the relevant Catchment
Partnership. Your Tidal Thames has undergone a
refresh in 2020 in part due to the WAMM project
seeking to enable better collaboration amongst all
Thames based organisations but is currently knowledge
exchange focused. Whilst collaborative partnerships are flourishing around the
Thames, there are challenges as there are a large number of projects already
ongoing, delivered in partnership so the role of the Catchment Partnership is mainly
knowledge exchange; it is a competitive crowded environment for charitable funding
and long-term collaborative working relationships need to be enabled
.
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4.3 SW England
South Devon
Multiple estuaries in South Devon (Avon, Dart, Erme, Yealm, Salcombe
Kingbsbridge) hosted by the South Devon AONB Partnerships have
collaborated with ten catchment CaBA partnerships under the umbrella
of the South Devon Catchments Partnership (co-hosted by WCRT, EA
and SD AONB). It is a challenge to engage partners at the appropriate
level whilst retaining local ownership
. A successful collaboration
has taken place to improve the health of coastal waters by raising
awareness of how domestic activity influences estuarine and beach
quality through an animation ‘The Drip’ initiative. How to interpret
cumulative impacts and estuarine ecology are considered to be the
next challenge.
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PRESENTATIONS
➔ catchmentbasedapproach.
org/learn/wamm/
➔ The Drip initiative

Exe
The Exe Estuary Management Partnership - EEMP (hosted by
Devon County Council) and the East Devon Catchment Partnership
– EDCP (co-hosted by Devon Wildlife Trust and West Country Rivers
Trust) are in the early stages of forming a marine sub-group to
focus on TraC water issues
. They have recognised the need for
collaboration over various issues but challenges exist around funding
capacity. The South West Partnership for Environment & Economic
Prosperity – SWEEP initiative – has a focus on water quality
catchment modelling to identify where interventions such as reducing
siltation, could help to improve potential aquaculture opportunities
in estuaries
. New opportunities for a wholescape approach
are arising through the Connecting the Culm project: improving
land management to reduce runoff, siltation, flooding etc. across a
catchment which feeds into the Exe could illustrate the value of more
downstream thinking
.
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Severn
The Severn Estuary Partnership (hosted by Cardiff University) and
the Somerset Catchment Partnership (hosted by FWAG SW) are at
the early stages of exploring collaborative opportunities. SEP lead
the Litter Free Coast & Sea Somerset campaign with Wessex Water,
Sedgemoor District Council and the Environment Agency, to help
improve Bathing Water Quality on the coast at Burnham-on-Sea where
there had been a downgrading
. With Britain’s largest coastal-plain
estuary and longest river, there are challenges to operate at this large
scale across multiple catchments
. However, further opportunities for
collaboration with the Severn Rivers Trust are growing, particularly over
fisheries, for example with the Unlocking the Severn Project removing
weirs for migratory fish and new opportunities for the re-introduction of
.
sturgeon
Tamar
The Tamar Estuaries Consultative Forum (hosted by Plymouth City
Council) is working towards a WAMM approach with the Tamar
CaBA (hosted by the Westcountry Rivers Trust) recognising the need
for a wider management approach over fisheries, historic mining,
plastic pollution and recreational management with increasing
awareness of the need to look upstream
. TECF has been involved
in the Remedies project which has gathered evidence to inform
seagrass bed restoration due to water quality and sedimentation
impacts
. Better data sharing can drive and communicate change
(e.g Catchment Data Explorer) and cross-cutting projects
].
Westcountry Rivers Trust have been modelling sediment loss and
are working with farmers to reduce downstream siltation; the USAR
project has shown that for a small investment there are win-wins such
as reducing the cost of dredging for harbour authorities downstream
.
“ With water quality worsening we need to find new
innovative ways of working to solve ongoing problems.
This can be found through opportunities for
stronger collaborative working and shared learning
of best practices”
(Kaja Curry, TECF co-ordinator).
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4.4 NW England
Dee Estuary
The Dee Estuary is a cross border estuary between England and
Wales. The entire estuary and much of the shoreline is heavily
protected for its nature conservation value. The cross-border nature
of the estuary poses an immediate and significant challenge for
collaboration as there are legislative differences between England
and Wales which drive local action differently and influence funding
availability
. The Tidal Dee Catchment Partnership, hosted by
Cheshire Wildlife Trust, covers the estuary and is a CaBA partnership
but is unique in that it is developing into a coastal partnership with
broader interests through the ‘Our Dee Estuary’ project (see below)
.
Upstream the Middle Dee Catchment Partnership is hosted by the
Welsh Dee Trust. The 2 partnerships have been encouraged since
establishment to collaborate by NRW and the Environment Agency,
with a stakeholder workshop in 2013 to determine issues, opportunities
and whether there should be just one overarching partnership or the
. The dual approach was supported due to differences faced
two
by the estuary as opposed to the upper catchment and initially the
Welsh Dee Trust and Cheshire Wildlife Trust jointly hosted the Tidal
Dee Catchment Partnership, however hosting has now been split.
The catchment as a whole has a significantly rural aspect but there
are water quality issues arising from old mine workings, urban areas
and industry, together issues such as invasive non-native species.
Historically there was a Dee Estuary Forum and Strategy – a coastal
partnership - but this ceased many years ago due to funding and
hosting issues. Tidal Dee Catchment Partnership is now filling the
estuary management gap left by this and there is significant opportunity
as estuary stakeholders do still want to work together, as evidenced at
two recent (2018 & 19) North West Coastal Forum workshops exploring
marine planning and cross border working on the Dee estuary
.
The North West Coastal Forum is a regional coastal partnership which
includes the Dee estuary within its area but because of the regional
nature of the Forum does not work at a sufficiently localised level to
fulfil local governance needs.

PRESENTATIONS
➔ catchmentbasedapproach.
org/learn/wamm/
➔ https://www.
slideshare.net/
secret/9ZOQD5uFci7CdS

‘Our Dee Estuary’ (formerly called Dee Coastliners) is a 4 year Tidal
Dee CaBA partnership project led by the Cheshire Wildlife Trust.
Development funding has been obtained from the National Lottery
Heritage Fund and the next bid is due to be submitted in March 2021
to take the project through to completion. This landmark cross border
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project shifts the focus from the water quality focus of a traditional
catchment partnership to encompass the wider issues that coastal
partnerships address. Based around sense of place, it is designed to
inspire and engage coastal communities on the both the English and
Welsh sides of the estuary about the natural heritage of the Dee and
reconnect them to a common estuarine heritage and the legacy ambition
for the project is it will develop a long-term coastal governance system
and an established coastal partnership for the estuary
. This new and
broader focus brings greater opportunity for collaborative working.
Morecambe Bay
Morecambe Bay is a vast intertidal area fed by many small estuaries.
It has multiple international nature conservation designations and
includes one of the North West’s major resorts with attendant bathing
water quality needs to support tourism and extensive shellfisheries
which rely on good water quality. It has two coastal partnerships –
the Morecambe Bay Partnership (independent charity) which covers
the whole Bay area, and Wyre Estuary Partnership (a relatively new
partnership spawned by Wyre Waters CaBA partnership and hosted
by Wyre Rivers Trust (WRT)). There are three CaBA partnerships
for the Bay – Wyre Waters (hosted by WRT), Living Lune (hosted by
Lune Rivers Trust) and Becks to Bay (hosted by South Cumbria Rivers
Trust).
Morecambe Bay Partnership and the three CaBA partnerships have
worked on a pilot collaboration project for Morecambe Bay as part of
the WAMM project and more detail of their experience is given in the
section on The Morecambe Bay Pilot
Solway Firth
The Solway Firth is a large, cross border estuary between England
and Scotland. The English side tends to be low-lying with mud flats
and salt marsh, with the Scottish side being more rocky. The Firth has
internationally important nature conservation designations and shell
fisheries. The cross border nature of the Firth poses an immediate
challenge for collaboration as there are legislative differences between
England and Scotland which drive local action differently
.
Other issues (as highlighted above in Section 4.5) include invasive
species (new and unknown), saline treatment plants and blue carbon
opportunities (e.g. eelgrass, saltmarsh, kelp). These and other common
issues may emerge, particularly due to the increasing evidence of
the impacts of climate change.The Solway Firth Partnership (SFP)
is in the very early stages of collaboration with the West Cumbria
Catchment Partnership hosted by the West Cumbria Rivers Trust and
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the Eden Catchment Partnership hosted by the Eden Rivers Trust. Until
recently, there had been no contact between SFP and the 2 catchment
partnerships. Contact was initiated by SFP which is now invited to
attend both catchment partnerships’ meetings. However the SFP is
based in Dumfries so attending catchment partnership meetings poses
a challenge re capacity issues (time and cost to attend meetings, in
addition SFP is core funded by Marine Scotland so has to find other
funds for working on the English side of the Firth)
. A recent move
to use of video-conferencing [3] has enabled SFP to participate more
easily and SFP has been able to participate in the Eden catchment
mapping exercise undertaken by the Eden Catchment Partnership
.
On the Scottish side of the Solway SFP has a history of working closely
with catchment management initiatives however these are historic not
current. SFP is keen to participate in whole catchment projects and
has, for example participated in the Derwent Salmon project (led by
the Environment Agency). Other opportunities for working together
on issues of common interest could be a non-native invasive species
project looking from the headwaters to the outer end of the catchment
and including brackish water INNS such as slipper limpet and Chinese
mitten crab, possibly involving citizen science, and a litter project.

Photo credit: Caroline Salthouse
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Morecambe Bay Pilot Project

The Morecambe Bay Pilot was designed to encourage closer and more
collaborative working between the coastal and catchment partnerships
around Morecambe Bay. The four partners were:
•

Morecambe Bay Partnership (independent charity)

•

Wyre Waters Catchment Partnership
(hosted by Wyre Rivers Trust)

•

Living Lune Catchment Partnership
(hosted by Lune Rivers Trust)

•

Becks to Bay Catchment Partnership
(hosted by South Cumbria Rivers Trust)

The pilot partners came together to work on a series of linked projects
looking at water pollution issues, in particular the issue of microplastics
in the freshwater and marine environment.
Baseline of collaboration experience
At the outset of the project the pilot partners had a range of different
experiences of collaborating with each other, from virtually no
meaningful interaction to successful liaison on projects but they had
never come together as all four organisations to look at common issues.
A series of baseline interviews was held to gauge the level of existing
collaboration and communication at the outset of the project, and
perceived barriers and opportunities to working together better.
The baseline interviews, which also set some of the context for the
WAMM pilot project work, can be summarised as follows:
Becks to Bay Catchment Partnership is hosted by South Cumbria
Rivers Trust (SCRT)
. They don’t do a lot of coastal work and
their area doesn’t include any designated bathing waters although
some lakes are used for bathing so there is a need to understand the
catchment impact on them. The focus of work tends to be pulled inland
due to the Lake District National Park. There are health and wellbeing
issues and issues such as invasive species and recreational use.
The 3 main estuaries in SCRT’s area are Duddon, Leven and Kent.
Duddon has an Estuary Partnership which is separate from SCRT and
is voluntary. TThe Kent is an SSSI and SAC and is accessible from
Arnside or Grange where it can be quite touristy. The other estuaries
are less accessible, such as the Leven. They don’t have the same
pressure from users but they do have shellfish beds and a couple of
Roadmap to collaborative delivery
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bathing waters. There has been a proposal for a Duddon tidal barrage
which would impact upstream.
They have worked with Morecambe Bay Partnership a little on some
collaborative projects, however the work streams have always been
quite separate so they have not necessarily made the links; this is due
to capacity and not wanting to step on toes either way
. There is
some overlap but SCRT can bring different things to it and cover slightly
different areas so overlap can be good. There is an appetite within the
Trust for doing more estuary work and understanding it better and they
recognise the opportunity to both learn from and spread knowledge to
coastal partnerships
.
Becks to Bay Catchment Partnership’s Pilot Project:
•

Data and evidence gathering re water quality; with particular focus
on impacts of septic tanks and agricultural land on bathing waters

•

Associated work assessing microplastics in the water column

Living Lune Catchment Partnership is hosted by the Lune Rivers
Trust (LRT). The Lune has a lot of pollution issues including septic
tank issues
. Lancaster is a city on the estuary and has an industrial
estate which has been problematic in terms of impact on water quality
– some SUDS work has been undertaken to help with this. There is
also a lot of rubbish. LRT is keen to work with Keep Britain Tidy and
Morecambe Bay Partnership re the LOVEmyBEACH project on bathing
water. Both Lune and Wyre Rivers Trusts (WRT) have been working
with Natural England on the lack of smelt. LRT is very engaged with
the travelling community - there are permanent traveller sites in the
area and travellers have a lot of knowledge, e.g. about smelt. There
are also issues with barriers to fish movements – for example Skirton
Weir on the Lune at Lancaster. Flooding is a huge issue with a lot of
the community at risk, so this has been a big area of focus over the last
couple of years. LRT is project driven as an organisation because they
get very little CaBA funding compared to some other Trusts so there
are capacity issues re new work and LRT doesn’t employ an internal
catchment co-ordinator for the Lune CaBA partnership
. A bigger
focus on Transitional and coastal (TrAC) waters would be useful.
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LRT has worked very successfully with Morecambe Bay Partnership
(MBP) on projects – MBP has a place on the catchment partnership
and they collaborated on the septic tank project along with Wyre and
South Cumbria Rivers Trusts
. They have also done joint funding
bids with MBP but the staff member left and since then there has not
been so much collaboration. LRT regularly attend MBP events. LRT
would like to use the WAMM project to reignite working together with
MBP as they have a big remit. Senior staff members at LRT and MBP
work well together and been mutually supportive
. In the past funding
has gone to MBP and then disseminates out to LRT for pieces of
project work but now they are working at the same level on co-design
of projects. LRT and WRT work very well together – they have different
skill sets with Wyre strong on science and Lune strong on engagement
(a lot of funding comes from engagement with environment as side
. Generally, in the North West, the Rivers Trusts share
delivery)
knowledge and expertise well but other Rivers Trusts don’t have the
estuary focus that Wyre has, in part down to staff knowledge (Wyre
has a marine biologist)
. As 3 trusts around the Bay Lune, Wyre and
South Cumbria collaborate all the time but Morecambe Bay Partnership
may feel excluded by the Rivers Trust speak. WAMM will result in better
established relationships, particularly between MBP and the other
Rivers Trusts and there is a lot to be gained by working collaboratively
with MBP
.
More generally, in terms of getting catchment and coastal partnerships
to work together more there should be guidance from national level
.
Some trusts are more inclined to work with others but it tends to
depend on staff interests and is vulnerable if staff leave; staff changes
should not interfere with collaborative working
.
A Lune Estuary Partnership would be welcomed – it could be hosted
by either Morecambe Bay Partnership or Lune Rivers Trust or a local
authority - at present LRT doesn’t have capacity to host it.
Living Lune Catchment Partnership’s Pilot Project:
•

Macroplastic analysis; repeat litter picks at chosen sites with
analysis to assess quantity, type, etc.

•

Microplastics in sediment; working with Lancaster Environment
Centre at Lancaster University to do detailed chemical analysis at
5 sites.
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Morecambe Bay Partnership is an independent charity working
on a wide range of issues across the whole of Morecambe Bay
including historic and natural heritage around the Bay, access and
tourism
. They have a strong interest in marine litter and host the
LOVEmyBEACH officer whose work involves public engagement and
raising awareness of water quality issues in the community, schools
and local businesses and actions such as the unflushables campaign to
reduce water pollution and marine litter. Faecal indicator bacterial levels
in bathing waters – much from agriculture upstream – is a key issue,
as is overflow from septic tanks and dog fouling. MBP worked with
partners including Lune Rivers Trust and South Cumbria Rivers Trust
on a septic tank campaign ‘Call of Nature’ which targeted households
inland around Morecambe Bay but a challenge for this campaign was
knowing where to target the inland households mailshot.
At the outset of WAMM there had been limited engagement with South
Cumbria Rivers Trust as their meetings tend to focus on flooding
and although MBP has been invited it’s been difficult for staff who
are funded to work on projects not related to flooding to justify time
attending although everything comes downstream. However there is a
desire to work more closely with the Rivers Trusts around the Bay.
Morecambe Bay Partnership’s Pilot Project:
•

Surveys to assess the amount of plastic in birds’ nests

•

Microplastics surveys on beaches to feed data into the Big
Microplastics Survey (citizen science initiative)

Wyre Waters Catchment Partnership is hosted by Wyre Rivers
Trust (WRT) and Wyre Estuary Group (WEG) – a new coastal
partnership - has been set up to focus work on the estuary
. This is
also hosted by WRT. Key issues include monitoring of water quality as
the Environment Agency ceased monitoring the estuary in 2019. WRT
will take this on next year but a year’s data has been lost
. The
area has major economic deprivation and health and wellbeing issues.
Fleetwood has a particular issue as it was economically dependent on
fishing but only one active boat remains. However, the coast is free to
use and easily accessible and used for activities such as recreational
sea fishing and dog walking. Even in the depths of February people
are out using the coast and are willing to get involved in volunteer
projects such as monitoring. There is a real sense of community
locally. There are some key infrastructure challenges including gas
storage in caverns in Over Wyre - salt will be flushed out to make
caverns to store gas but the brine will be discharged straight to sea
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creating dead zones in the estuary so there has been a lot of local
opposition. Another potential issue is a tidal barrage across the Wyre
and a new gas power station on the ICI site which may warm the
water. The area is prone to flooding with 3000 households at risk of
fluvial flooding and a further 10000 at risk of coastal flooding so WRT
has a SUDS project on a brownfield site working with a developer to
slow down the flow and create space for flooding.
There is a recognition of the intrinsic link between the wider
catchment and the estuary and that there is a need to work with
farmers to improve farming practices higher up the catchment to
improve estuarine water quality. Water quality is important for bathing
water and also because the Wyre estuary is a fish nursery – WRT
is working with Bangor University on a bass study and carries out
regular monitoring for the fish nursery. There is a desire to work more
with local fishermen to create a more sustainable fishery and a more
resilient community, improving infrastructure and finding local outlets
for local fish e.g. by setting up a fisheries facilitation group. Plastics is
another big issue and WRT wants to do more citizen science, getting
local people out on the estuary with a purpose, and working more with
local businesses.
WEG is a splinter group from the wider catchment partnership. Twelve
miles of the Wyre has tidal influence and is different in that there are
no urban areas upstream but the estuary itself is very urbanised, with
a network of degraded water courses feeding the estuary. It is also a
fish migration route for freshwater fish and nursery for fish. The group
was established in 2015 to address the perception that the estuary
was being ignored as part of the catchment and was not covered
by the Morecambe Bay Partnership
. It includes a wide range of
partners including local authority, big and small businesses, the IFCA
and is very active, for example the bioblitz project which has taken
place twice and will run again in 2021. They held 6 events over summer
2019. The ambition is for WEG to become a coastal partnership
including wider issues than a CaBA partnership such as health and
wellbeing, benefits of the environment, and bringing the community
together to get the right resolution to local issues
.
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Wyre Waters Catchment Partnership’s Pilot Project:
• Tagging of migratory and commercially important fish: Smelt and
salmon smolt
• Microplastics in the water column and fish / shellfish guts
Pilot project work:
Over the course of the project a series of regular pilot partner meetings
were held to discuss progress and share experience and knowledge
gained. These meetings were monthly however the frequency reduced
due to the COVID-19 pandemic as several staff were furloughed. The
pandemic also impacted on initial plans to hold a 2 day face to face
event in summer 2020 on plastics and a final face to face event to
disseminate the results of the pilot in autumn 2020. As some of the
work planned had relied on the use of volunteers not all went ahead as
planned, however there were useful results from the work that was able
to be undertaken which can be used to feed into future project funding
bids and the work the pilot partners undertook was presented as part of
the regional workshop which took place online in September 2020.
Story Map work:
In addition to regular meetings the partners took part in a workshop
to explore developing a Morecambe Bay-wide story map and, as a
result, have together with the Rivers Trust developed a story map for
Morecambe bay which highlights the common issues and showcases
the work of each of the pilot partners.
Collaboration development work:
The pilot partners also undertook a series of collaboration development
workshops with an independent facilitator which resulted in better
understanding of each of the organisations’ ethos, ways of working,
shared interests and wider opportunities for collaboration.
The future:
Partners are now actively pursuing, together, further funding bids on
issues of common interest including:
• Health and wellbeing including green social prescribing
• Sustainable tourism
Both themes would provide opportunities for further water quality and
plastics pollution work, including citizen science and engaging local
businesses.
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Emerging issues

England-wide there is an increasing issue around groundwater
intrusion, particularly where landfill sites are near rivers, estuaries or the
coast. Leachate from the landfill threatens water quality in rivers which
have impacts further downstream. 112 legacy landfill sites have been
identified around the coast of England which are at risk from erosion
and sea level rise with leachate implications. The cost of relocation is
a huge issue (e.g. east of Hurst Point, Lymington estimates are in the
region of £50 billion). The National Trust, British Geological Survey and
Newcastle University are involved in scoping work.
If you are aware of any new or emerging issues such as this, which
require a wholescape approach to resolve the problem, please contact
your local partnership.

Photo credit: Natasha Bradshaw
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5 COMMON ISSUES
Catchment and Coastal Partnerships have identified common issues through the WAMM project
which warrant closer collaboration. Common issues were identified across the English regions, as
listed here and shown in blue text throughout Section 4.
•

Awareness raising, engagement and education and access/restoration

•

Habitat conservation, river/coastal habitat restoration
-

•

Physical modification, green-blue infrastructure

Rural and urban diffuse pollution & point source pollution
-

Nutrients & Chemical Pollution

-

Sediment/Siltation

•

Plastics/Litter

•

Flooding

•

Road runoff

•

Investigation/evidence and resilience

•

Emerging Issues (as highlighted in Section 4.5)
-

Groundwater intrusion

-

Leachate pollution from landfill sites (e.g. due to coastal erosion)

-

Saline treatment plants

-

Blue carbon opportunities (e.g. eelgrass, saltmarshes)

-

Invasive species (new and unknown).

These and other common issues
may emerge, particularly due to
increasing evidence of the impacts
of climate change.

WAMM workshop in London, March 2020
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6 COLLABORATION THEMES
explored by region
6.1 How do Catchment & Coastal Partnerships currently work
most commonly with others?
The following spectrum was used in workshop breakout sessions across the four
regions of England, to gain insights into existing approaches to collaborative working.

Source: 3KQ Ltd - adapted from Penny Walker’s ‘Spectrum of Collaboration’
in “Working Collaboratively - a practical guide to achieving more”

The results illustrated a huge range of project activity and triggered valuable
conversations between partnership officers and supporters about how to work towards
a wholescapes approach. Details of the workshop results are available for each region
(Annex 1). In summary, workshop participants considered the full range of activity
across the collaborative spectrum, with the highest proportion of activity best described
as co-operation. There appears to be more co-creation happening in the SE of England
compared to other regions (although some participants at the London workshop did
travel from outside of the SE region).
REGION

Information Exchange

Co-ordinate

Co-operate

Co-create & co-deliver

NE

9

12

18

7

SE

13

9

25

19

NW & SW

8

10

10

8

TOTAL

30

31

53

34

Note: Numbers reflect the experiences noted around partnerships (including projects) cited under each part of
the collaborative spectrum. Numbers were influenced by the number of workshop participants and time allocated
to the activity (which was less for the online NW & SW workshop).
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Examples for each type of collaborative effort are shown in the following table
[with links to further information where available]

NE

Information Exchange

Co-ordinate

Co-operate

Co-create & co-deliver

Wear Catchment and
Estuary Partnerships

Yorkshire Esk & Coastal
Streams Catchment
Partnership

Ousburn catchment in
crisis HLF project

Tees Rivers Trust
IMMERSE project

Northumberland
coastal group

Humber Nature
Partnership

Hull & East Riding
Catchment Partnership

Berwickshire &
Habitat banking – net gain Northumberland Marine
Nature Partnership
SE

Fish catch returns

River restoration work

Local wildlife projects

Sediment pathways

T21 original plan
development

Thames 21 & TEP

Estuary edges project

MCZs

Thames Estuary Growth
Board

Septic tank campaign

Solent Forum

Coastal guardians
volunteer network

Sussex Coastal &
Marine Forum

NW

EA monitoring data

Severn Trent agricultural
advice
LoveMyBeach campaign

Storymaps

SW

ALL

Marine planning portal

Fish migration roadmap Saltmarsh restoration

Ribble Life for Water
United Utilities
pollution issues

South West Environment
& Economy Partnership
(SWEEP)

South Devon pacific
oyster project

Supporting marine plan
consultations

National FCERM
strategy

Morecambe Bay
cycleway
Dee Coastliners
North Devon Marine
Pioneer
River Culm historic
watercourse
CoAdapt

ReMeMaRe project
Remedies project
Note: SE workshop in London included participants from outside the SE region, as did the online NW & SW
workshop, therefore examples may not be regionally specific.

A key learning from the collaborative spectrum is that partners must expect to operate effectively
at all points on the spectrum, with different issues requiring different approaches and methods to
ensure the groups needs are met. The numbers in the right-hand column of the spectrum above
should be interpreted with some caution. The groups in the workshops had little prior exposure
to the spectrum before indicating how their areas of work fitted against the headings (as a way of
helping them become familiar with it). In particular, further challenge and discussion might result in
the number in the co-design/co-deliver column being much lower – and it is important to note that
this would not be a regrettable thing, instead it would suggest a proper weighing of the significant
commitment required to operate here.
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The spectrum expresses a wide range of approaches for a group aspiring to work
together well. It is common for people at first sight to tend to assume that collaboration
of any validity only really happens toward the ‘co-design/co-deliver’ (right-hand) end
and everything to the left is merely a stepping stone, or preparation on the way. This
is too simplistic. In practice, effective collaboration involves commitment and activity
right across the spectrum, especially in longer standing groups. Groups should expect
to make deliberate decisions (together) as to how they will manage their work, what
methodologies and tools they might use under all the spectrum headings, without undue
focus on the right-hand end. At the right-hand end, what is important is the calculation of
effort required to be successful, effectively assessing risk vs reward.

6.2 What is needed to increase wholescape thinking
and doing?
Wholescape guidance (NCI, 2018) previously outlined the rationale; issues (examples);
and solutions (partnerships). The WAMM project offered an opportunity to explore how
catchment and coastal partnerships collaborate and illustrate this with many more
examples.
Regional workshops exploring experience around a collaborative spectrum identified
the current status of collaborative effort with examples (Q1 above) and:
•

Highlighted common challenges/barriers (Q2) & opportunities (Q3)

•

Identified tasks/project ideas which could benefit from stronger collaboration (Q4).

Results were grouped into four themes for analysis:
•

Capacity & expertise

•

Areas of focus/issues

•

Nature of working

•

Governance & leadership

The results are available for the above four themes for each of four regions of England:
NE, SE, NW and SW in Annex 1. Lists of project/task ideas for each region are available
in Annex 2. An overall picture is provided through the summary tables below and the
roadmap recommendations in Section 7.
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CAPACITY & EXPERTISE (Summary)
Region

ALL

Capacity & Expertise
Challenges/ Barriers (Q2)

Opportunities (Q3)

Recommendations

Funding & budget cuts:
lack of core/seed sources
to invest in collaboration.
Getting private sector buy-in.

Funding resources

RESOURCES & FUNDING

- sustainable and resilient (including
people) with better succession
planning.

Core/seed/collective funding
and generic resources would
help to develop ideas, build
relationships, generate
collaboration and attract
external funding.

People issues around
personality/independence,
their location, getting the
right people in the room,
working outside of comfort
zones.

- generic resources which people
can use to develop collaboration &
shovel-ready projects.
- collective funding rather than
relying on external funding.

Organisations: ability
to collaborate is limited
by legislation/regulatory
duties, need to focus on
core work and subject to
organisational culture (e.g.
MMO understanding of
partnerships).

- financial support for developing
ideas & building relationships.

Project approach: short
funding timescales restricting
the ability to collaborate on
project design and do long
term project planning. Staff
turnover & lack of career
structure resulting in loss of
knowledge.

Skills: communication, speaking,
understanding private sector language
& drivers.

Expertise on net gain, diffuse
pollution, terrestrial & marine.
Having the understanding
required for collaboration,
understanding different
terminologies, knowing what
partners are involved in and
having clarity on what’s in
it for partners. The need to
independently verify data (if
locally sourced) and no time
for R&D.

- right people to the right meetings;

Levers of change can
be hard to understand
and access (eg. policy).
Relationship development
comes with secure funding.

National knowledge: link CaBA &
Coastal Explorer data hubs with the
MMO

Roadmap to collaborative delivery

LA CaBA funding has enabled longer
term planning & fundraising.
Specific opportunities for more
collaboration if better funding for the
Irish Sea Maritime Forum.

Training: resource pool, mentoring,
data handling, social media to identify
overlaps.
People:
- more senior management buy-in /
staff with decision-making abilities.
Data & evidence:
- data starts a conversation: make
portals more integrated
- monitoring on same timescales for
comparability
- putting a value on Coastal
Partnerships collaboration

Build on experience of CaBA
funding which has enabled
longer term planning and
fundraising.
DATA & MONITORING
Link/integrate data hubs:
CaBA, Coastal Data Explorer
& MMO.
Comparability of data
sets e.g. how to get more
monitoring on the same
timescales.
PEOPLE & ORGANISATIONS
Review organisational culture
around collaboration: identify
legal/regulatory barriers
such as focus on core work/
internal targets; and engage
more senior staff.
Invest in people: skill-up on
comms, data handling and
knowledge of private sector
language.
Increase understanding of
net gain, diffuse pollution,
terrestrial & marine
environment.

INTO ROADMAP
RECOMMENDATIONS
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AREAS OF FOCUS/EXPERTISE (Summary)
Region

ALL

Areas of Focus / Expertise
Challenges/ Barriers (Q2)

Opportunities (Q3)

Recommendations

Land-Sea divide is a difficult
area: disparity of focus/
working in terrestrial or
marine silo’s. Need for a
shared goal/legislative driver.

Focus on coastal areas and MSP

Overcome the land-sea
divide by enabling a focus on
coastal areas & MSP delivery
by creating shared goals
and consider a legislative
driver(s) to override
terrestrial/marine silos.

Closed geographic scope of
organisation/partnership.
Large catchment areas are
difficult to get community
buy-in.
BWD quite low on the list
of organisations’ competing
priorities.
WFD delivery based on
classification is difficult for
estuaries.

Topics: identify common issues across
catchment/coast: climate emergency,
plastics, natural capital, ELMS.
Tools: storymaps, social media
Involve/connect: LEPs, farm advice
groups, recreation groups, new MSP
industries, RBMP & flooding plans.
RBMPs water quality focus with
biodiversity focus of CaBA.
Influence: EA TraC waters/coastal
water body funding

Identify common issues to
encourage collaboration
across catchment/coast
such as climate emergenc,
plastics, natural capital &
ELMS opportunities.
Involve and connect with
key audiences such as Local
Enterprise Partnerships, farm
advice groups, recreation
groups, MSP ‘blue growth’
industries.
Strengthen/consolidate
linkage between RBMP and
flood plans; plus RBMPs WQ
focus and CaBA biodiversity
focus.
Consider scale of partnership
focus, particularly where
community buy-in across
large catchments is difficult.
Resolve lack of coastal/
estuarine targets within WFD/
MSFD and lack of priority
given to BWD.

INTO ROADMAP
RECOMMENDATIONS
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NATURE OF WORKING (Summary)
Region

ALL

Nature of working
Challenges/ Barriers (Q2)

Opportunities (Q3)

Recommendations

Funding: instability & co-ordinating
different timescales

Collaboration time and space for
co-design, could be enabled through
providing the resource to develop
relationships such as calls for project
partners (like in academia), through
knowledge hubs/structures and
offering incentives.

Challenges and barriers to
collaboration exist in the instability of
funding/resources, having the time/
space for co-design and nature of
timescales for project bidding.

Organisations: responsibilities (e.g.
statutory/legal) can constrain their
access and ability to participate in
collaborative projects (e.g. Local
Authorities). Specific examples
include MMO engagement
(licencing); EA funding constraints
and being process driven as
opposed to output driven (which
drive NGOs); and organisational
egos at the expense of others in the
partnership.
Projects: the project basis to funding
limits continuity & disrupts staffing,
limiting the ability to have longer term
outputs: it can take 3 yrs to get true
partnership –working going.
Partners/participants: partnerships
can overcome policy limitations. It
is easier to get the usual suspects
together and harder to get others
to participate. Check assumptions
underpinning collaboration (e.g.
Fishing into the Future).
People/individuals: characters
inevitably influence the effectiveness
of collaborative arrangements. Some
issues raised were complacency,
difficult individuals, large numbers
delivering their own agenda, and
the interests of the Chair dictating
the direction of travel. Clear
communication is important and can
sometimes be very reliant on chance/
individuals. The lack a ‘stakeholder
gateway’ / ‘go-to’ person who is
well networked was also cited as a
barrier.
Leadership: subtle differences
between CaBA & CPN partnerships
were noted.
Barriers to developing more shared
priorities include silo’ed working
between disciplines, competition
between partners for funding, lacking
clear objectives/common drivers
and the need for SMART objectives.
A challenge exists when there is
community push-back on science
limiting longer term planning (e.g.
Co-Adapt project).
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Opportunities to get better involvement
through communication to:
- identify shared objectives by
leaving logos at the door to work
cross-sectorally rather than in
silo’s.
- consider how we structure work
& share knowledge - face to face
time is very valuable but there are
more communication opportunities
during covid with remote working,
enabling more access to meetings/
wider engagement (e.g. Solway
Firth Partnership & CaBA
Partnership(s).
- involve local communities as part
of the process & outcomes: cocreating with them is an opportunity
for support to lever change.
- visual examples of coastal issues
(e.g. ‘The Drip’)
- share case studies to illustrate
benefits.
Partners need to identify overlapping
priorities, collate knowledge
of local actions to support coordinated communication across all
organisations. This is more likely to
enable the active involvement of wider
local community/civil society groups
and industry.
Break down barriers and generate
shared understanding through
looking source to sea/sea to source.
Build on existing initiatives.
Conference(s) to encourage
catchment/coast collaboration
(strengthen WAMM network).
Leadership: consider the role of
influencing – who, how, why?
Neutral leadership can help bring
people to the collaboration that
wouldn’t ordinarily come, due to their
respected role.

Providing the resource to enable more
time/space for co-design through
knowledge hubs/structures, calls for
project partners (like in academia) and
offering incentives, would be helpful.
This may help to attract participation
from those harder to involve.
The project basis to funding limits
continuity and causes staffing
disruptions which limit the ability to
generate longer term outputs.
Limitations exist around
organisational responsibilities/
priorities constraining access/ability
to participate in collaborative projects.
However, if we identify overlapping
priorities and generate shared
understanding through wholescape
thinking, partners/participants can
overcome policy limitations.
Limitations exist around people’s
individual characteristics and their
own agendas. To enable clear
communication the creation of a
‘stakeholder gateway’ or ‘go-to’ person
who is well networked would be
helpful. Neutral leadership can bring
new partners.
Community involvement in the codesign process provides greater
opportunity for change and could be
improved through the use of visual
examples of coastal issues (e.g. The
Drip animation) and sharing case
studies to illustrate benefits. Collating
knowledge of local actions and coordinated communication across
organisations will enable the more
active involvement of civil society and
industry.
Leadership on wholescape thinking
from ‘source to sea’ and ‘sea to
source’ could be encouraged through
a conference bringing together
catchment & coastal partnerships,
building on the WAMM project.

INTO ROADMAP
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GOVERNANCE & LEADERSHIP (Summary)
Region

ALL

Governance and Leadership
Challenges/ Barriers (Q2)

Opportunities (Q3)

Recommendations

Collaborative project
experience doesn’t
necessarily translate into
higher level priorities: it
needs driving from the topdown as well as bottom-up.

Partners need to gain greater
understanding of how different
organisations work. Demonstrating
success should help to get senior
management/partners interested.

There is a need for
stronger leadership and
Government buy-in to
create more opportunities
for collaboration: remove
barriers to understanding
organisational roles and
relationships and create
opportunities to develop
governance models/business
plans which would gain
industry support.

Barriers to unlocking more
collaborative potential
include the need for more
trust, robustness and
accountability in whoever
leads. There is incomplete
understanding of roles and
relationships and a need for
governance models/business
plans which may help to get
more industry partners on
board.
There is perceived lack of
buy-in from Government
with legal and red-tape
barriers to more joined-up
ways of thinking and working
(e.g. GDPR). Different
governance structures
and ways of working in
different organisations
makes collaboration difficult
sometimes (e.g. timeconsuming tendering).
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Good opportunities exist to influence
policy and legislation at this time.
However, it was suggested that the
focus need not be at the national
level but at the catchment scale and
Government(s) need to get on board
with the CaBA approach.
Could different funding pots be
brought together to simplify bidding
and/or the project-based approach?

Demonstrate successes
to lever further support,
particularly to senior
management and new
potential partners.
Consider how different
funding pots could be
brought together to simplify
bidding and/or reduce the
project-based approach
which is time/resource heavy
and can limit impact.
Focus on the catchment/
CaBA approach successes
to influence policy and
legislation.
INTO ROADMAP
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Task/Project Ideas by Region (Q4)
Available from the lists in Annex 2, these will provide ideas for partnership officers to
develop collaborative projects.

Collaborative spectrum breakout session at
WAMM workshop in London, March 2020.
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7 ROADMAP RECOMMENDATIONS
Results from the workshop sessions exploring the collaborative spectrum (above), lead to the
following recommendations by theme.

7.1 Areas of Focus/Issues
Overcome the land-sea divide by enabling a focus on coastal areas and investing in shared
vision - for example through marine planning, meeting coastal/estuary targets (e.g. WFD) –
and utilising legislative driver(s) to override terrestrial/marine silos.
Identify common issues to encourage collaboration across catchment/coast such as climate
emergency, plastics, natural capital & ELMS opportunities.
Involve and connect with key audiences such as Local Enterprise Partnerships, farm advice
groups, recreation groups and blue growth industries.
Strengthen/consolidate linkage between RBMP and flood plans; plus RBMPs WQ focus and
CaBA biodiversity focus.
Consider scale of partnership focus, particularly where community buy-in across large
catchments is difficult.
Resolve lack of coastal/estuarine targets within WFD/MSFD and lack of priority given to BWD.

7.2 Capacity & Expertise
Resources and funding:
-

Core/seed/collective funding and generic resources would help to develop ideas, build
relationships, generate collaboration and attract external funding.

-

Build on experience of CaBA funding which has enabled longer term planning and
fundraising.

-

Project funding could recognise the additional time and effort which is likely to be required
in the design, development and delivery of collaborative projects along with the promise of
greater, longer lasting more holistic benefits.

Data and monitoring:
-

Link/integrate data hubs: CaBA, Coastal Data Explorer & MMO.

-

Comparability of data sets e.g. how to get more monitoring on the same timescales.
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People and organisations:
-

Review organisational culture around collaboration: identify legal/regulatory barriers such as
focus on core work/internal targets; and engage more senior staff.

-

Invest in people: skill-up on comms, data handling and knowledge of private sector
language.

-

Increase understanding of net gain, diffuse pollution, terrestrial & marine environment.

-

Increase the value ascribed to how collaboration is actually delivered to ensure lasting
impacts and improved relationships.

-

Build capacity to work collaboratively, especially in ‘co-design/co-deliver’ projects, including
training and briefings in theory and skills around facilitation, mediation, negotiation and
consensus building.

-

Develop and deliver training/capacity development to ensure consistent concepts and
language are used across organisational boundaries to smooth the way to working together
– for example by offering training to potential partners in a local area

-

Consistent training offered at the regional and national levels to encourage common
understanding and definition of collaborative approaches.

7.3 Nature of Working
Challenges and barriers to collaboration exist in the instability of funding/resources, which
impacts on the time/space for co-design and nature of timescales for project bidding which
often actively work against collaborative working.
Providing the resource to enable more time/space for co-design through knowledge hubs/
structures, calls for project partners (like in academia) and offering incentives, would be
helpful. This may help to attract participation from those harder to involve.
The project basis to funding limits continuity and causes staffing disruptions which limit the
ability to generate longer term outputs.
Limitations exist around organisational responsibilities/priorities constraining access/ability to
participate in collaborative projects. However, if we identify overlapping priorities and generate
shared understanding through wholescape thinking, partners/participants can overcome policy
limitations.
Limitations exist around people’s individual characteristics and their own agendas. To enable
clear communication the creation of a ‘stakeholder gateway’ or ‘go-to’ person who is well
networked would be helpful. Neutral leadership can bring new partners.
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Community engagement to guide or at least inform the co-design process provides greater
opportunity for positive change through creating the potential for layered benefits through
collaboration (social/environmental/economic) Local knowledge and shared intelligence across
organisations and sectors will enable more learning/understanding; which should translate into
more active, ongoing involvement of civil society and industry.
Leadership on wholescape thinking from ‘source to sea’ and ‘sea to source’ could be
encouraged through a conference bringing together catchment & coastal partnerships, building
on the WAMM project.

7.4 Governance & Leadership
There is a need for stronger leadership and Government to set the cultural ‘tone’ for
collaboration as a way of working. This will include creating more opportunities for
collaboration: removing barriers to understanding organisational roles and relationships whilst
creating opportunities to develop governance models which can gain wide support.
Demonstrate and promote successes to lever further support, particularly to senior
management and new potential partners. Consider how funding can be simplified and actively
encourage collaboration – including combining different funding pots to simplify bidding and/or
reduce the project-based approach which is time/resource heavy and can limit impact.
Focus on the catchment/CaBA approach successes to influence policy and legislation.
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8 NEXT STEPS
At the end of the three workshops held in the WAMM project, the support available from WAMM
was outlined: webinars, workshop materials, 1:1 support (limited); and networking/sharing
experience. Participants were asked four questions to inform future collaborative effort.

8.1 Priority issues
What are the priority issues for your partnership (in coastal/estuarine waters)?
Select up to 3 answers.
REGION % scores

ALL REGIONS
(mean)

Priority

NE

SE

NW &
SW

Nutrients

18

17

17

17

2

Outfalls

8

7

2

6

7

Plastics

20

7

13

13

4

Fisheries and barriers

14

15

15

15

3

Road runoff

1

1

0

1

10

Climate change

19

25

25

23

1

Habitat restoration

-

-

21

7

6

Coastal erosion

-

-

6

2

9

User conflicts

13

23

-

12

5

Other

8

5

2

4

8

Note: SE workshop in London included participants from outside the SE region, as did the online NW & SW
workshop, therefore examples may not be regionally specific.

The highest priority issues for partnerships to address are climate change, nutrients, fisheries and
barriers to fish migration, plastics and user conflicts. Other priority issues include habitat restoration,
outfalls [pollution], coastal erosion and road runoff.
Note: the priorities identified by participants highlight a combination of issues associated with
pollutant pathways (e.g. road runoff, outfalls) and pollutant types (eg. nutrients, plastics). Pressures
on the ecosystem such as climate change can exacerbate both the pathways and pollution.
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8.2 Priorities for support
What are your priorities for support? Select up to 3 answers.
REGION %
participants

ALL REGIONS
(mean)

NE

SE

NW &
SW

Priority

Partnership development and governance

18

16

16

17

3=

Developing collaborative wholescape plans

24

28

25

26

1

Policy and legislative issues

10

13

11

11

4

Bid writing and funding

8

9

9

9

5

Technical data and evidence support

17

16

18

17

3=

Networking and information sharing with other
partnerships

22

18

20

20

2

Note: NW & SW workshop answers were cumulative i.e. % participants supportive of each answer collectively,
therefore converted to /100 for equivalent % scores from the other two region workshops.

Priorities for support are highest for developing collaborative wholescape plans, followed by
[the capacity/resource] to support networking and information sharing with other partnerships.
In addition, technical data and evidence support plus partnership development and governance
support would be helpful. Interestingly, few participants identified the need for support around policy
and legislative issues or bid writing and funding.

8.3 Technical support
What technical support would be most helpful? Select up to 3 answers.
REGION % scores
NE

SE

NW &
SW

ALL REGIONS
(mean)

Priority

A.

Coastal data package support

20

23

14

19

4

B.

Evidence based wholescape planning

32

29

30

30

1

C.

ArcGIS Online & StoryMaps

26

23

28

26

2

D.

Citizen science and monitoring

19

19

21

20

3

E.

Outfall safari training

1

4

7

4

F.

Other

1

1

0

1
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The most helpful technical support would be evidence based wholescape planning, ArcGIS
Online and Storymaps. Also useful would be citizen science and monitoring; and coastal data
package support.

8.4 Priority for improving collaboration
What would be your top priority for improving collaboration between catchment and coast
to support the wholescape approach? Select 1 answer.
REGION % scores

ALL REGIONS
(mean)

Priority

2

NE

SE

NW
SW

Increasing capacity

37

31

39

36

Increasing expertise

7

8

0

5

Identifying areas of focus/joint issues

30

46

50

42

Nature of working

10

0

0

3

Governance arrangements and leadership

17

15

11

14

The following additional answer options to this question
were put forward at the NE region workshop
High level strategic representation (director level, MPs)
Succession planning (e.g. keeping partnerships alive)
Integrate partnerships (i.e. catchment/coast/marine)

REGION % scores
NE
31
10
28
31

Resourcing time and R&D (e.g. business engagement)

1
3

1=
3
2
1=

The top priority for improving collaboration between catchment and coast to support the
wholescape approach was identifying areas of focus/joint issues and increasing capacity. Of
high priority are improving governance arrangements and leadership. When asked additional
questions (at the NE workshop) there was a call for high level strategic representation (director
level, MPs), resourcing time and R&D (e.g. business engagement), and integrate partnerships
(i.e. catchment/coast/marine) to support the wholescape approach.
A core challenge to moving WAMM from concept into practice is the need to bring together
diverse organisations, disciplines, perspectives, priorities and people. Inherent in this is that
the political and technical issues facing catchments, rivers, estuary and coast are often quite
well understood, but the influence, resource and knowledge to affect positive change, across
the whole system rather than its parts, are dispersed.
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With this idea of ‘dispersal’ in mind it’s interesting to note that if you divide the (Section 8.4)
priority areas into ‘Process’ (how we do…) and ‘Content ‘ (what we do…) we can see that the
priority for improving collaboration is to attend to the ‘How’ (i.e. by adding together leadership/
governance (14) with capacity (36) (I would suggest you could also add in ‘Increasing
expertise’ and ‘Nature of working’).
Further insights were offered in Section 6.1 on how Catchment & Coastal Partnerships
currently work most commonly with others. The overall need is really about developing new
or less familiar ways of working – collaboration from strategic oversight to integrated, local
delivery on the ground.
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9 DISSEMINATION
9.1 Where next?
There is increasing interest in furthering value for money in
the estuarine/coastal and marine space through collaborative
partnerships.
CaBA Estuaries & Coasts Working Group
The CaBA Estuaries & Coasts Working Group was re-established
during the course of the WAMM project. Chaired by the Coastal
Partnerships Network and convened by CaBA/The Rivers Trust, it
provides an independent platform for ongoing collaboration after the
WAMM project.

QUICK LINKS
➔ CaBA Working Groups on
CaBA website
➔ Coastal Based Approach

Coastal Based Approach
A proposition paper has been shared with Defra, statutory agencies,
public bodies and coastal networks. An informal CoBA Steering
Group has been established and proof of concept trial(s) are
underway (2021-22).

9.2 Target Audiences
The WAMM Roadmap will be publicised and disseminated to target audiences
shown below. Further national co-ordination will be led by the CaBA Estuaries &
Coasts Working Group (CPN Chair) and a small CoBA Committee (established
August 2020). Access to potential funding for local projects, regional and national
co-ordination will be identified and promoted.
National
•

Defra

•

Other Government Depts: DCLG, DCHMS

•

Environment Agency

•

Marine Management Organisation

•

Local Government Association Coastal Special Interest Group

•

The Rivers Trust

•

CaBA Estuaries & Coasts Working Group (see CaBA TraC WG initial outline rec’s)
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Disemination

Regional
•

The Rivers Trusts (host bodies of Catchment Partnerships)

•

The Wildlife Trusts (host bodies of Catchment Partnerships)

•

Local Authorities (host bodies of Coastal Partnerships)

•

Harbour Authorities (host bodies of Coastal Partnerships)

•

Landscape Partnerships / AONBs (host bodies of Coastal Partnerships)

•

Local Nature Partnerships

•

Local Enterprise Partnerships

•

Coastal Groups for Shoreline Management Planning

•

Regional Flood and Coastal (defence) Committees

•

Environment Agency Catchment Co-ordinators + regional strategic

•

Marine Management Organisation – marine plan co-ordinators

•

Water Companies

•

Industry groups.

Local
•

Catchment Partnership officers

•

Coastal Partnership officers

•

Community groups
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Disemination

The WAMM interactive tool will provide a platform to support future collaborative delivery to
enable fuller implementation of a wholescapes approach to marine management.

WAMM workshop in York, February 2020

WAMM Project Steering Group:
Natasha Bradshaw, Lead Author and Independent Researcher.
Rob Collins, CaBA and The Rivers Trust
Amy Pryor, Coastal Partnerships Network
Anneka France, Lucy Butler, Dan Turner and Catherine Mcllwraith, The Rivers Trust.
Niall Benson, Durham Heritage Coast Partnership.
Caroline Salthouse, North West Coastal Forum.
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COLLABORATION THEMES by Region
1

Areas of Focus/Issues – Challenges/Barriers and Opportunties by region

2A

Capacity & Expertise – Challenges/Barriers by region

2B

Capacity & Expertise – Opportunities by region

3A

Nature of working: Challenges and Barriers by region

3B

Nature of working: Opportunities by region

4

Governance and Leadership by region

PROJECT TASK/IDEAS BY Theme and Region
2A

Task/Project Ideas: Areas of Focus/Issues

2B

Task/Project Ideas: Capacity & Expertise

2C

Task/Project Ideas: Nature of Working

2D

Task/Project Ideas: Governance & Leadership
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1 Areas of focus/issues – Challenges/Barriers and Opportunities by Region

NE

Areas of focus / issues

All

Challenges/ Barriers (Q2)

Land-Sea divide is a difficult area: disparity of focus/
working in terrestrial or marine silo’s. Need for a
shared goal/legislative driver.

Disparity of focus between marine and
fresh-water
Marine vs terrestrial: no shared goal/
legislative driver
Working in silos - land-sea integration
Closed geographic scope of organisation/
partnership

SE

Large catchment areas difficult to get
community by-in
BWD in rivers- lack of wild swimming riverslots in Europe.

SW

Some projects difficult to quantify in order to
make tangible.

NW

Competing priorities within the organisation bathing waters quite low down the list.

Roadmap to collaborative delivery

Closed geographic scope of organisation/partnership.
Large catchment areas are difficult to get community
buy-in.
BWD quite low on the list of organisations’ competing
priorities.
WFD delivery based on classification is difficult for
estuaries.
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1 Areas of focus/issues – Challenges/Barriers and Opportunities by Region

NE

Areas of focus / issues

All

Opportunities (Q3)

Focus on coastal areas and MSP

Multi-disciplinary approach/wider engagement

Topics: identify common issues across catchment/
coast: climate emergency, plastics, natural capital,
ELMS.

Use of climate emergency and plastic
agendas
Engage Local Enterprise Partnerships
Natural capital becoming a well known driver
speaking about natural capital is a way in.
SE

Educational storymap to explain linkages
between issues in coastal areas and
upstream sources increase understanding
Use social media to share and learn about
issues

Tools: storymaps, social media
Involve/connect: LEPs, farm advice groups, recreation
groups, new MSP industries, RBMP & flooding plans.
RBMPs water quality focus with biodiversity focus of
CaBA.
Influence: EA TraC waters/coastal water body funding.

INTO SUMMARY TABLE

Farm advice: overlap 3/4 parties
Engage: recreational groups.
SW

MSP - new industries for blue economy, plans
provide a lever and can lead to opps.

NW

Influence Env Agency funding for TraC waters
and Coastal water bodies-not much funding
at present, would force CaBA partnerships to
consider coast more.
Identifying common issues across inland and
coastal catchment partnership areas.
RBMP & flooding plans disjointed opportunity to be considered together
Flood groups feel isolated as not the primary
consideration in different areas of work
RBMP WQ focussed - catchment partnership
biodiversity focussed.
ELMS - impacts both freshwater and coastal
environments. Should work more closely with
this. Big opportunity.
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2A Capacity & Expertise: Challenges & Barriers by Region

NE

Capacity & Expertise

All

Challenges/ Barriers (Q2)

Funding & budget cuts: lack of core/seed sources to
invest in collaboration.

Lack of seed funding
Joining up funds in different places
Location of partnership staff to be equitable
Clarity on whats in it for partners
Net-gain expertise
Private sector buy-in
Working outside comfort-zone

SE

Lack of core funding
Collaboration is resource heavy
Personality dependent & organisational
culture
Staff turnover/loss of knowledge
Lack of understanding about diffuse sources
Challenges of understanding terrestrial &
marine environment
Independent verification of data (e.g. if locally
sourced)
No time to do R&D.
Short funding timescales - not enough time to
fully collaborate on project design.

SW

MMO - limitations to start collaborative
working comes from a lack of organisational
understanding of the limitations that orgs
have e.g. lack of capacity, org objectives.
Exeter Uni - dealing with a multi-discplinary
project in catchments understanding all the
various diff perspectives and terminology.
Levers of change can be hard to understand
and access e.g. policy.
Capacity and long term project planning issue
due to funding cycles.
Limited people - same people in all the
projects (capacity generally). Capacity
re working on core work and no time to
devote to new collaborative projects . Mainly
freshwater (invasive species focus).
Getting the right people to the table (council
etc)
Expanding comfort zones - people stick to
what they know.

Roadmap to collaborative delivery

Getting private sector buy-in.
People issues around personality/independence, their
location, getting the right people in the room, working
outside of comfort zones.
Organisations: ability to collaborate is limited by
legislation/regulatory duties, need to focus on core
work and subject to organisational culture (e.g. MMO
understanding of partnerships).
Project approach: short funding timescales restricting
the ability to collaborate on project design and do long
term project planning. Staff turnover & lack of career
structure resulting in loss of knowledge.
Expertise: net gain, diffuse pollution, terrestrial
& marine. Having the understanding required for
collaboration, understanding different terminologies,
knowing what partners are involved in and having
clarity on what’s in it for partners. The need to
independently verify data (if locally sourced) and no
time for R&D.
Levers of change can be hard to understand and
access (eg. policy).
Relationship development comes with secure funding.
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2A Capacity & Expertise: Challenges & Barriers by Region

NE

Capacity & Expertise

All

Challenges/ Barriers (Q2)

Funding & budget cuts: lack of core/seed sources to
invest in collaboration.

Lack of seed funding
Joining up funds in different places
Location of partnership staff to be equitable
Clarity on whats in it for partners
Net-gain expertise
Private sector buy-in
Working outside comfort-zone

SE

Lack of core funding
Collaboration is resource heavy
Personality dependent & organisational
culture
Staff turnover/loss of knowledge
Lack of understanding about diffuse sources
Challenges of understanding terrestrial &
marine environment
Independent verification of data (e.g. if locally
sourced)
No time to do R&D.
Short funding timescales - not enough time to
fully collaborate on project design.

SW

MMO - limitations to start collaborative
working comes from a lack of organisational
understanding of the limitations that orgs
have e.g. lack of capacity, org objectives.

Getting private sector buy-in.
People issues around personality/independence, their
location, getting the right people in the room, working
outside of comfort zones.
Organisations: ability to collaborate is limited by
legislation/regulatory duties, need to focus on core
work and subject to organisational culture (e.g. MMO
understanding of partnerships).
Project approach: short funding timescales restricting
the ability to collaborate on project design and do long
term project planning. Staff turnover & lack of career
structure resulting in loss of knowledge.
Expertise: net gain, diffuse pollution, terrestrial
& marine. Having the understanding required for
collaboration, understanding different terminologies,
knowing what partners are involved in and having
clarity on what’s in it for partners. The need to
independently verify data (if locally sourced) and no
time for R&D.
Levers of change can be hard to understand and
access (eg. policy).
Relationship development comes with secure funding.

INTO SUMMARY TABLE

Exeter Uni - dealing with a multi-discplinary
project in catchments understanding all the
various diff perspectives and terminology.
Levers of change can be hard to understand
and access e.g. policy.
Capacity and long term project planning issue
due to funding cycles.
Limited people - same people in all the
projects (capacity generally). Capacity
re working on core work and no time to
devote to new collaborative projects . Mainly
freshwater (invasive species focus).
Getting the right people to the table (council etc)
Expanding comfort zones - people stick to
what they know.
Roadmap to collaborative delivery
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2B Capacity & Expertise: Opportunities by Region

NE

Capacity & Expertise

All

Opportunities (Q3)

Opportunities to improve capacity:

More resources - sustainable and resilient resources (including
people).

Funding resources
-

sustainable and resilient (including people) with better succession
planning.

We’re pushed to collaborate because we have no resources so
can we pool them somehow

-

generic resources which people can use to develop collaboration & shovelready projects.

Good communication at all levels - seize the opportunities. Useful
to have good speaker skills in organisation

-

collective funding rather than relying on external funding.

-

financial support for developing ideas & building relationships.

Managing resilience and succession (e.g. if staff member leaves).

Pool of training resources to tap into communication skills and
other softer skills

LA CaBA funding has enabled longer term planning & fundraising.

Right people to right meetings

Specific opportunities for more collaboration if better funding for the Irish Sea
Maritime Forum.

Bringing private investment in; use the correct language; better
understand drivers
SE

Opportunities to improve expertise:

Provide generic resources which people can use to develop
collaboration

Skills: communication, speaking, understanding private sector language &
drivers.

Collective funding? Rather than relying on constant external
funding

Training: resource pool, mentoring, data handling, social media to identify
overlaps.

Local authorities funding catchment partnerships has enabled
longer term planning and fundraising

People:

TE2100 funded to collaborate and a new coordinator
Financial support for developing the idea with wide group of
people/ stakeholders and building the relationships.

-

right people to the right meetings;

-

more senior management buy-in / staff with decision-making abilities.

Data & evidence:

CPs provide evidence of impacts.

-

data starts a conversation: make portals more integrated

Data starts a conversation.

-

monitoring on same timescales for comparability

Data.

-

putting a value on Coastal Partnerships collaboration

Capture local knowledge (farmers, fishermen, communities) passed on

National knowledge: link CaBA & Coastal Explorer
data hubs with the MMO

Share best practise

Local knowledge & data: rigorous & harmonised

Local data (if harmonised and rigorous)
Social media- ability to look sideways and see overlaps.
SW

CPN training and mentoring
Caba data hub - coast and estuaries package - tying into MMO
system
--- legacy for this package
Training and capacity re data --- or dip in through external
support.

NW

Access to bigger outreach - benefit of being a member of
partnership
Better funding - e.g. for Irish Sea Maritime Forum - could be very
collaborative across lots of borders/areas
Ability to develop list of shovel ready projects so can respond
faster to funding timescales
Possibly more senior management buy-in would help - also staff
involved should have decision making ability
Collaboration on data collection, monitoring. Monitor on same
timeframes to make data more comparable.
Opportunity to collaborate on policy.
Data portals need to be more integrated.
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3A Nature of working: Challenges and Barriers by Region

NE

Nature of working

All

Challenges/ Barriers (Q2)

Funding: instability & co-ordinating different timescales

Need for SMART objectives

Organisations: responsibilities (e.g. statutory/legal) can constrain their
access and ability to participate in collaborative projects (e.g. Local
Authorities). Specific examples include MMO engagement (licencing);
EA funding constraints and being process driven as opposed to output
driven (which drive NGOs); and organisational egos at the expense of
others in the partnership.

Lack of shared priorities
Complacency
Different timescales for communication between organisations
EA funding constraints
NGOs output driven; EA process driven
MMO engagement (licencing)
Subtle differences between catchment and coastal partnerships
Difficult individuals.
SE

T21 & TEP
No. of people - large numbers delivering own thing
Lack of clear objectives or common drivers
Competition between partners for funding
Own Agenda(s)
Need to follow legislation closely
Entrenched in positions
Policy can be a hindrance but partnerships (e.g. Ickley) can overcome - +
interpretation and implementation
Silo’ed working between disciplines
Easier to get usual suspects together but need to bring in others over time
and this can be harder
Project basis of funding- lack of continuity - disruptive especially re
staffing and limits ability to have longer term outputs
Organisational level- staff funding on a project basis leads to changes in
personnel over time
Can take 3 years to get going

Projects: the project basis to funding limits continuity & disrupts staffing,
limiting the ability to have longer term outputs: it can take 3 yrs to get
true partnership –working going.
Partners/participants: partnerships can overcome policy limitations. It
is easier to get the usual suspects together and harder to get others to
participate. Check assumptions underpinning collaboration (e.g. Fishing
into the Future).
People/individuals: characters inevitably influence the effectiveness of
collaborative arrangements. Some issues raised were complacency,
difficult individuals, large numbers delivering their own agenda,
and the interests of the Chair dictating the direction of travel. Clear
communication is important and can sometimes be very reliant on
chance/individuals. The lack a ‘stakeholder gateway’ / ‘go-to’ person
who is well networked was also cited as a barrier.
Leadership: subtle differences between CaBA & CPN partnerships were
noted.
Barriers to developing more shared priorities include silo’ed working
between disciplines, competition between partners for funding, the lack
of clear objectives/common drivers and need for SMART objectives. A
challenge exists when there is community push-back on science limiting
longer term planning (e.g. Co-Adapt project).

INTO SUMMARY TABLE

Organisational lead - e.g. interests of the chair - can dictate direction of
travel
SW

How do you respect the science when communities push back on
initiatives and factor into a long term plan? e.g. Co-Adapt.
Responsibilities can constrain an organisations’ participation.
Assumptions that underpin collaboration can be troubling eg. Fishing into
the Future.
Easy to take part in collaborative processes when you work in business
etc. but for others, access and ability to participate can be a barrier.
Co-ordinating funding: decisions different between agencies (instability of
funding) – co-ordination (different dates and deadlines).
Challenges around funding timescales - political outcomes.
Organisational ego - at expense of others in the partnership.

NW

Engagement difficulties e.g. borough/district council.
Ensuring communication is clear - sometimes very reliant on chance
communication rather than structured - very reliant on individuals.
Lack of ‘stakeholder gateway’ for a partnership - no go to person who is
well-networked.
Core funding and grant funding- funders want different outputs esp. cross
border - hard to keep them all happy.
Funded projects - get new often young people in but they need to look
for new work 6 months before the end of the project and may move on
quickly. Older people tend to stick around more.
Not aware of what is going on in other organisations.
Funding - very short lead in times. Tricky for sharing info & building
projects collaboratively. Needs one organisation to be the lead partner.
Can lead to uneven balance. Funders often want one contact organisation.
Competing priorities between organisations. Timeframes, scales and
locations between organisation. Secondments due to covid.
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3B Nature of working: Opportunities by Region

NE

Nature of working

All

Opportunities (Q3)

Leave logos at the door

Collaboration time and space for co-design, could be enabled through
providing the resource to develop relationships such as calls for project
partners (like in academia), through knowledge hubs/structures and
offering incentives.

Identifying shared objectives

Opportunities to get better involvement through communication to:

Better at communications and sharing

Communication and realistic expectations
Face to face time
Incentives – cake and beer
Community groups active and involved

-

identify shared objectives by leaving logos at the door to work crosssectorally rather than in silo’s.

-

consider how we structure work & share knowledge - face to
face time is very valuable but there are more communication
opportunities during covid with remote working, enabling more
access to meetings/wider engagement (e.g. Solway Firth Partnership
& CaBA Partnership(s).

-

involve local communities as part of the process & outcomes: cocreating with them is an opportunity for support to lever change.

-

visual examples of coastal issues (e.g. ‘The Drip’)

-

share case studies to illustrate benefits.

Industry partners
Engage wider with local communities/civil society.
SE

Use visual examples of coastal issues to drive collaboration.
Share case studies to illustrate benefits.
Overlapping priorities – identification.
Local communities, as part of the process and outcomes.
Now is a good time!
Collate all partners’ local actions and initiatives so everyone knows what
everyone else is doing.
Making spaces to come up with co-design e.g. a workshop. But needs
relationship building first and to have resource for development phase.
e.g. not dictating a project idea (to achieve proper co-designs).
Call for project partners place (as used by the research community)
(competition can be an issue).
Looking source to sea or sea to source...any opportunity to break down
barriers- better shared understanding and opportunities to collaborate.

SW

Co-creating with the community impact leading to a long term plan which
will be supported by all those involved - opp to use this as a lever for
change.
Build on existing initiatives where collaboration is already happening....
Role of influencing in developing collaborations - who, how and why.

Partners need to identify overlapping priorities, collate knowledge
of local actions to support co-ordinated communication across all
organisations. This is more likely to enable the active involvement of
wider local community/civil society groups and industry.
Break down barriers and generate shared understanding through
looking source to sea/sea to source. Build on existing initiatives.
Conference(s) to encourage catchment/coast collaboration (strengthen
WAMM network).
Leadership: consider the role of influencing – who, how, why?
Neutral leadership can help bring people to the collaboration that
wouldn’t ordinarily come, due to their respected role.

INTO SUMMARY TABLE

Neutral leadership can help bring people to the collaboration that wouldn’t
ordinarily come due to respected neutral leadership role.
Conference that encourage coast/catchment collaboration - knowing who
to speak to (opportunity would be to strengthen this network).
Remote working is allowing for increased access to meetings - wider
engagement.
Knowledge sharing - how we work and structure work (building
relationships during covid).
Use of knowledge hubs and structures that don’t require external funding.
Using structures in place rather than creating new ones - simplifying
landscape.
NW

Need to work cross sectoral rather than in silos (internal issues as well as
external).
More co-ordinated communication working across all the involved
organisations - would help to identify areas to work together better.
Since lockdown SFP has been able to engage better with catchment
partnerships due to distance of travel but now can do online or dial in. And
more eco-friendly!
Video calls due to covid - more time to fit in lots of meetings and more
collaboration.
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4 Governance & Leadership: Challenges/Barriers and Opportunities by Region

NE

Governance & Leadership

All

Challenges/ Barriers (Q2)

Collaborative project experience doesn’t necessarily
translate into higher level priorities: it needs driving
from the top-down as well as bottom-up.

On the ground collaboration doesn’t
necessarily translate into higher level
priorities - needs more top down driving
alongside bottom up
Trust in governance and capability of who
leads: robustness and accountability
Governance models - Business Plans
Industry partners on board
Incomplete understanding of the roles and
relationships: need clarity
Reputation: lack of buy-in from Government

SE

Legal barriers to a more joined up way of
thinking

Barriers to unlocking more collaborative potential
include the need for more trust, robustness and
accountability in whoever leads. There is incomplete
understanding of roles and relationships and a need for
governance models/business plans which may help to
get more industry partners on board.
There is perceived lack of buy-in from Government
with legal and red-tape barriers to more joined-up
ways of thinking and working (e.g. GDPR). Different
governance structures and ways of working in different
organisations makes collaboration difficult sometimes
(e.g. time-consuming tendering).

INTO SUMMARY TABLE

Government - lots of red tape
SW

Not being able to share details - GDPR

NW

Different governance structures in different
organisations - procurement, and ways of
working so difficult sometimes e.g. having to
tender for work is time consuming.
Social capital is essential for natural capital
- came out of UK Marine Pioneer projects
- getting governance right to unlock the
potential - networking etc.
Governance & Leadership

All

Opportunities (Q3)

Partners need to gain greater understanding of how
different organisations work. Demonstrating success
should help to get senior management/partners
interested.

NE

Being able to demonstrate success (of other
similar initiatives) to get senior management/
partners interested.

SE

Bring different funding pots together

SW

Opportunities to influence policy and
legislation right now

NW

Disconnect at country level - does Scotland
do catchment? Wales doesn’t push it
a government level - no steer. National
governments need to get on board with the
CaBA approach.

Good opportunities exist to influence policy and
legislation at this time. However, it was suggested that
the focus need not be at the national level but at the
catchment scale and Government(s) need to get on
board with the CaBA approach.
Could different funding pots be brought together to
simplify bidding and/or the project-based approach?
INTO SUMMARY TABLE

Gain greater understanding of how different
organisations work.
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Annex 2 - Task/project ideas by theme and region
2A Task/Project Ideas: Areas of Focus/Issues by Region
Region

Task/Project Ideas
Areas of focus/issues

NE

Sediment/mud-flat and soil loss replenishment
Pollutants at scale e.g. WAMM mining project (‘double WAMMy’)
Northumberland Tyres (bait collection) - too big an issue for one organisation
Seawater temperature monitoring hub - link to freshwater temperature
Coastal streams diffuse pollution - could have high impact
INNS - biosecurity - up and downstream
Migratory fish - barriers and water quality within the estuary
Mine water pollution
Landfill and waste management
Agriculture - more integrated approach to working with farmers and government and local authorities: enforcing it
Coast Esk Catchment Partnership - infrastructure, education, community outreach
Tees - EP, NP & P talking - network intertidal habitat
YWT - community engagement /education - hats rest all under one umbrella instead of delivered in silo’s and funded as suc
(SUDS project)
Incorporating education in all projects for in perpetuity rather than separate (YD).

SE

Collaboration on nutrients
Collaboration on tracking outfalls.
Legacy of nitrates in aquifers - nitrate time bomb. Need to do more than just mitigate for now.
Fisheries drivers.
Educational story around nutrient issues.
Not just farming impacts also boating festivals. Large inputs of nutrients - tourist hot spots.
Beach nesting birds/ marine mammals.
Public awareness.
Recreational awareness.
Wildlife research in Tonbridge Park.
Project on River Estuary Improvement- approach to improving its reality is done with an understanding of its history - time depth.
Making it future proof too. Social interactions/changes etc. and getting human behaviour to change.
All partnerships to link into nature recovery network (catchment and coastal) to provide consistency at boundaries
Species management cash-for action not just monitoring project (Pacific Oysters).

SW

DA - sustainably produced food have numerous env benefits - above approach would work with farmers linked to market.
Re brand organic food to food and non-organic as toxic food.
Nigel - quantifying seagrass restoration to allow for carbon offsetting funds (outside of remedies as not S AC) (has been done
for saltmarsh).
Beneficial use of dredge materials - easier and cheaper method nationally (licenses and consents process) - conservation ex
nutrients and water quality as biggest issue (IOW).
Algal mat issue - most estuaries.

NW

Engagement and education around plastic pollution, water/rain down the drain, climate adaptation.
Catchment scale flood management - small scale catchments where there could be considerable benefits but sometimes
overlooked
Sediment - beach re-nourishment - issues finding sediment of suitable quality (size) - think about extending USAR example
offshore.
Litter.
Tidal Dee wants to bring Love My Beach into Dee Estuary.
Litter is the common denominator for us all. Would be great to have a project to tackle this. A lot comes downstream.
Where does the litter go - circular economy and recycling - affects all of us.
Manufacturing, buyer, disposal and litter picking - join it up in big collaborative project.
Litter hooks not only coastal but also inland partnerships too – multi-partnership upstream downstream re litter.
Nature Based Solutions project.
Evidence base for nature based solutions to flood, water quality, fisheries, etc. - upstream as well as coast.
Invasive species.
Climate change / carbon.
Can fit with nature based solutions - flood defence, carbon sequestration, blue carbon, riverine and coastal flooding solutions catchment and coastal partnerships working together.
Species recovery.
River and coast species - European smelt, lamprey, eel, salmon, waders
NWIFCA -Economic impact of freshwater pollution on inshore fisheries. Long term deterioration of water quality impacts
classification of shellfish waters, e.g recent prohibition of shellfish waters in the Ribble, as well as transient events e.g. Storms =
huge spike in shellfish e.coli.
SCRT - Water quality issues in the catchment. Interested in taking a look at impact downstream.
Tip - South Walney. Owned by CCC. Plastic leaching out into the sea and visible litter. Not a public health issue. Often raised
with EA & CCC.
Peil island - potential partnership project. Zero carbon.
Angling Trust - engaging with anglers. Working on litter (beaches and rivers). Lots of opportunity to get involved and promote.
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2B Task/Project Ideas: Capacity & Expertise by Region
Region

Task/Project Ideas
Capacity & Expertise

NE

Shared skills & experiences throughout the organisaton (not just officers) including training.
Knowledge exchange - independent facilitation - understanding the spectrum
Each partnership is good at something - within all partnership good at everything
WAMM organise Yorkshire & NE collaboration event around subjects
Investment in the environment eg. Wear
Engagement training.

SE

Monitoring- lots of people collect the same data, lost data, lost expertise - don’t share enough.

SW

Collecting data before and faster to demonstrate improvement- scientific ecological baseline for both pyhsical and social capital.
Lacking data for nat cap - proving and validating them.
Forecasting pressures from climate change and understanding the system resilience is key - scenario mapping, adpation
pathways process.
Sediment budget understanding.
Training issue - nobody coming out of universities understanding environmental planning. HE issue.
Getting environmentalists understanding planning law - systems, cases - to deliver environmental gain.
Best practice guidance
DIY guide for smaller developers - guidance
Ecological enhancements - marine consents guides (ask Kate SF)
Professional recognition for CPOs --- CIWEM, ensuring they have more of a marine focus. CIEEM.
Apprenticeship schemes for training.

NW

-

2C Task/Project Ideas: Nature of Working by Region
Region

Task/Project Ideas
Nature of Working

NE

Need soft approach and legislation stick to make it happen
Need to connect development with what need to do
Integrated coastal and catchment management
Celebrate
CaBA reporting too complex
Organisational culture change - thining and acting beyond designated sites (NE)
Education effort is not joined up (Wear)
Advocacy - local delivery requirement in coastal and estuary environment. Help shift away fr om WFD led.
Public facing/better engagement/mobilise communities.

SE

Collaborate with Academia - not maximising opportunities
Key people need to know

SW

JM - replicating the Fishing into the future dialogue - prog fishermen with scientists and supply chains - before convened, years
spent constructing a curriculum of the needs of the industry and the regultators. This approach could be translated into other
sectors/issues e.g. farmers - get to know each other as people and more likely to be able to work with them in the future.
CBA Nat Cap - links into LEPs may get easier - needs a business case narrative for those wider socio-economic benefits are
which gets harder as you go downstream. CaBA good at demonstraing the value foe money fo their partnerships.
Carbon tax.
Hamp & IOW nitrate offsetting - connects --- any mechanisms being usied in the coastal env.
How could this be addressed - working with farmers and public (cumulative impact), awareness campaign.
Contributions from planning and development - what would help leverage this?
Ensure money is used within same catchment - local mitigation, not in the next county!
Project options - new projects, half-completed.

NW

Working with local partners to address specific problems and encourage public engagement with their local environment.
Learning from differerent areas - cross country as well as just regionally.
Taking it to the next level joining these things up with weight of evidence so politicians need to act.
Lune RT has a farming liaison person to address litter - black bale wrappers and sheep licks, etc.
Consistency around the country - not just in local authorities that can afford them, could also be catchments too. With volunteer groups.
Share the message about who the coastal rangers are and what they can do.
Gives opportunities for apprenticeships for Green Recovery, developing public engagement skills, provide useful experience for people.
Lots of non-joined up initiatives - lots of freshwater and marine but tend to be separate and some have huge ecomomic impact. A project linking them.
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2D Task/Project Ideas: Governance & Leadership by Region
Region

Task/Project Ideas
Governance & Leadership

NE

Lots of activity at the local level - woud like to see more at national level - not just Defra but other Government Depts e.g. thrgh
25 YEP
Clarity from the outset. Develop a vision and/or Terms of Reference for a new collaboration
Equitable governance; fair leadership (roving chair).

SE

-

SW

Regulation and licensing of activities, freeing up the process harmoniously with allowing people to get out of the way of nature
e.g. rewildling - helping people to ‘play the game’ without being process/target driven e.g. let nature take it’s course without
needing to articlualte what will happen or the benefits it will reap. Trust in nature and attract the funding.
Env bill - opportunites as part of Local Nature Recovery network and inclusion of inter-tidal --- open doors to ‘section 106’ funds.
Construction environmental management plans - should be built into local plans (many LAs don’t even have this).

NW

Leadership to join up passionate local groups e.g. plastic free groups - opportunity for overarching coordination.
Coastal Rangers / guardians of the coast
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